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BEST PIZZA 
Here are some ETD members thoughts on the Best Pizza and 
why:  
 

“Pequod’s Pizza! Caramelized crust and the best sauce! – Elizabeth W. 

 

“Nella Pizza e Pasta, it’s Napolitan pizza. Or Bonci, it’s Roman pizza. Trust me, I’m Italian and very 
picky.” – Giulia G. 

 

“Best thin Palermos (95 Oak Lawn), best deep dish Paisans, best stuffed Giordanos, best frozen 
Tombstone.”  — Nader S. 

  

“Beggars, tasty and generous with toppings.  — Belle P. 

  

“There is no competition. The best pizza in Chicago is the Spaccanapoli Pizzeria.  — Emanuela P. 
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“All the pizza is good. The most unique pizza experience is Oven Grinders! Love their salads and 
dressings yummy together even! Their drinks are well made and delicious too  — Karen A. 

 

“Bellonas Albany Park good Chicago style pizza small family owned and operated perfect pizza 
everytime.  —Immas M. 

  

“Lou Malnati’s wins by a long shot. They are all over the city and suburbs. So not like the places 
downtown for tourist. These are pizzas Chicagoans eat. And honorable mention to Labriola!  — Joel F. 

 

“You ain’t had true Chicago Pizza until you’ve experienced it on the south side. Pizza Castle, Nick 
and Vito’s, Beggars, Aurelio’s to name a few! Connie’s honorable mention.”  —  Jerry M. 

 
 

“Great sauce, quality cheese, & perfect crisp on thin crust. Pizzeria Aroma is hands down the BEST.” 
— Michael V. 
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“Gino’s East. Have your friends sign their names on the wall!”    — Ruby V. 

 
 

“Best overall experience and great alternative to tourist trap deep dish places is Chicago Pizza and 

Oven Grinder.“         — William K. 

 

 

“I’ve had them all and it’s Pizzaboy in Park Ridge for me!”   — Killian M.  
 

 
 

“Little Angelo’s in Rosemont. Always fresh ingredients and he makes his own Italian sausage.” 

           — Robert S.  

 
 

“Freddy’s on 16th in Cicero. It’s been around for a long time, and the quality has been consistent since 

I started going as a kid. The pizza is great, and the Italian ice and Gelato are damn good too.”    

             — Lana R.  
 


